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Abstract
The complementarity of dark matter experiments can be evinced from comparing
their sensitivities to a given model. This thesis presents an introduction to dark
matter, an overview of its detection methods, the model-dependent methods for
comparing collider searches with dark matter indirect detection searches, and ap-
proaches comparing dark matter experiments in the weak dark mediator – quark
coupling regime. The corresponding code for Monte Carlo simulation and an analysis
framework for a mono-jet search at colliders is also available as part of this thesis:
https://github.com/Boyu622/MCsetup_monojet.git
My contributions in this thesis are:
• Chapter 4.1: interpret dark matter annihilation cross section on its constraints
at colliders, study the branching ratios for different DM annihilation channels, and
solve a double mapping problem while translating the collider limits.
• Chapter 4.2: compute Gamma Ray spectra at production for all annihila-
tion channels with varying mDM , merge MadDM into the code for model dependent
branching ratio calculation, script the whole procedure as an Indirect Detection tool,
and constrain joint Dark Matter annihilation cross section with Fermi published data.
• Chapter 5: compare low gq dark matter to understand the complementarity of
dark matter experiments in this regime.
• Chapter 6: validate MadGraph NLO, Pythia8 + Rivet(Yoda) software chain,
and study different showering scheme and matching parameters.
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There is convincing evidence that Dark Matter (DM) is necessary to make our
cosmological observations consistent with our current understanding of gravity [1].
The Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) hypothesis of DM is proposed by
many theories [2], and is popular in the sense that it arises in many extensions of the
Standard Model (SM) of Particle Physics [3]. WIMP Dark Matter couples weakly to
the SM and can be probed, for example, by Collider [4] or Accelerator [5] searches,
Direct Detection [6] and Indirect Detection [10]. In this thesis, the DM sensitivities
of experimental searches at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are the main topic, and
are summarized and compared with other non-collider results. The following overview
in this chapter will be focusing on the evidence for Dark Matter from astrophysics
and cosmology.
1.1 Galactic Rotation Curves
A direct evidence of DM comes from the rotation curves of galaxies. The visible
mass Mvisible of a galaxy is concentrated inside the optical disc, and the expected
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Figure 1.1: Adapted from [12]. Rotation curve of NGC 6503. vc is plotted with
respect to distance from galactic center.






where G is gravitational constant. Therefore, the expected circular velocity beyond
the edge should be falling proportionally to the inverse of the square root of the
galaxy’s radius, ∝ 1/
√
r. However, from observation in Figure 1.1, the circular ve-
locities in this region exhibit flat behavior, where the expected velocities are plotted
in dotted and dashed lines taking into account the gas and disk components respec-
tively. The discrepancy between visible and indirectly measured mass can be solved
by introducing an additional halo made of invisible matter as shown in dash-dotted
line with M(r) ∝ r and ρ(r) ∝ 1/r2 [1].
1.1.1 Galactic Dark Matter profiles










Here, the sharpness of inner slope and outer slope are controlled by γ and β, respec-
tively. The parameter α controls the sharpness of the transition from inner slope to
outer slop and rs is the characteristic scale of galaxies. The Navarro-Frenk-White
(NFW) profile is recovered when (α,β,γ) = (1,3,1) [14], which is a favored DM profile
in galaxy formation mentioned in the same article. Additionally, as mentioned in this
article [15], a weakly-cusped profile is modeled with (α,β,γ) = (1,3,1/2) and a cored
profile is model with (α,β,γ) = (2,5,0).
1.2 Relic Abundance
In the early universe, T > mχ, where T is the temperature of the early universe,
mχ is the dark matter mass, and in natural units scheme T and mass have units of
energy. Standard Model (SM) particles and antiparticles, f and f̄ , will then have
enough kinematic energy to annihilate into DM particles and antiparticles, χ and χ̄.
Thermal equilibrium of DM and SM particles is maintained this way via DM anni-
hilation to SM particles χχ̄ → ff̄ , and DM production from SM particles ff̄ → χχ̄.
However, once T < mχ, the DM production rate is suppressed. The number density
of DM will keep decreasing until the annihilation rate drops below the expansion rate
of the universe. This is the freeze out point of DM, leaving a relic abundance of DM
that can be measured today.
The relic abundance of DM can be obtained from measuring the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB), which is the thermal background radiation created by photons
decoupling from a photon-baryon fluid in the early universe [16]. From analyzing the
small fluctuations of the CMB as results shown in Figure 1.2, the physical baryon
density and physical matter density are found to be [18]:
Ωbh
2 = 0.022 (1.3)
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Figure 1.2: Adapted from [17]. Change of the CMB power spectrum with varying
total curvature of the universe Ωtot, dark energy density ΩΛ, physical baryon density
Ωbh
2 and physical matter density Ωmh
2.
Ωmh
2 = 0.14 (1.4)
where h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 kms−1Mpc−1. Ωb and Ωm are baryon
and matter density parameters defined as their density ratio with the critical density
of the universe, which is the density the universe would have to have today in the
absence of spatial curvature or a cosmological constant.
The dark matter density, with its density parameter Ωc, is included in the matter
density and can be extracted simply by subtracting the two. The result is:
Ωch
2 = 0.12 (1.5)
1.2.1 Constraining WIMP Dark Matter annihilation
The equation for DM particle number density before the freeze out is [1]:
dn
dt
+ 3Hn = −〈σv〉 (n2 − (neq)2) (1.6)
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Figure 1.3: Adapted from[2]. Co-moving number density of WIMP DM in early
Universe.
〈σv〉 is the thermal average of DM total annihilation cross section times velocity, n is
the total DM number density, neq is the DM number density at thermal equilibrium
and H is the Hubble constant. The right hand side of equation 1.6 quantifies how
often the annihilation process takes place in unit time and volume. This is achieved
by subtracting the thermal DM interaction where DM production also takes place.
Together with the volume expansion effect of the universe, we find how the DM
number density changes with respect to time.
For heavy WIMP states, the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation for neq and non-
relativistic expansion for 〈σv〉 hold. Therefore, neq ∝ e−m/T as in the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution, which is shown as solid line in Figure 1.3. One can then
obtain an order-of-magnitude result:
Ωch




The relationship between 〈σv〉, the relic density and expansion of universe are
shown as dashed line in the same figure. We can see that a higher DM annihilation
cross section leads to a later freeze out and lower relic abundance. Comparing with




This chapter introduces the models used as benchmarks for sensitivities compari-
son. These models assume that DM particle is a Dirac fermion χ with an additional
mediator particle mediating s-channel SM-DM interactions, called a Z
′
. These are
DM simplified models [19, 21], and have been adopted as LHC benchmarks since
they are simple descriptions of collider phenomenology that capture common fea-
tures across many WIMP models, while ignoring the differences among these models
at energies higher than collider scales [4].
2.1 Vector and Axial-Vector models
Two spin-1 Z
′

































Here, the models with vector and axial-vector types of mediator are allowed to
couple to SM quarks and leptons. There are hence five free parameters: mDM , Mmed,
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Figure 2.1: Adapted from [21]. Feynman diagram showing DM production via vector
and axial-vector mediator with initial state radiation of gluons.
gDM , gq and gl. The Feynman diagram illustrating quark anti-quark annihilation
with vector and axial-vector models is shown in Figure 2.1. The minimal width of
the mediator is the sum of all partial widths for the mediator decaying into quarks












(1− 4zl)1/2(1 + 2zl) (2.5)













where zDM,q is given by zDM,q = mDM,q/Mmed and partial width contribution is
suppressed when the mass of mediator is less than twice the mass of decay product
for given channel.
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Figure 2.2: Adopted from [21]. One-loop diagrams showing DM production via scalar
and pseudo-scalar mediator.
2.2 Pseudo-Scalar model
A spin-0 pseudo-scalar mediator field φ is described by the Lagrangian [19, 21]:






This model requires higher energy scales due to the loop-induced mediator produc-
tion as shown in Figure 2.2. Here, yq =
√
2mq/v are the SM quark Yukawa couplings
with v ' 246 GeV, the Higgs vacuum expectation value. An additional loop-induced



















| fpseudo−scalar(4zt) |2 (2.12)
and the form factor is:







Dark Matter search methods
Among experiments probing DM, collider experiments aim to detect the produc-
tion of invisible DM particles as well as the visible decays of the particles mediating
such a process [4]. Direct Detection (DD) experiments look for DM-nucleon scattering
recoil inside a terrestrial detector [6] and Indirection Detection (ID) experiments look
for an excess of SM particles from DM annihilation in the sky [10]. When good agree-
ment is observed between experimental data and Standard Model (SM) predictions,
we can interpret the data into exclusion limits in the parameter space of a specific
model, as this can help us understand the role of each type of search in the hunt for
DM.
3.1 Mono-jet event topology at Colliders
WIMP DM might be produced via ff̄ → χχ̄ processes at colliders. They will be
invisible to detectors and can be detected as missing transverse momentum (EmissT , or
MET) at collider experiments. We are not able to look for DM production directly,
but instead search for event topologies of EmissT in association with other particles X.
The tracks and energy deposits will be X recoiling against nothing in detectors.
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Figure 3.1: Adapted from [22]. Variables describe the momentum of a particle at
colliders.
At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the collision of partons is likely to produce
gluons as initial state radiation. A hadronic jet hence is a natural choice of X as
final state, and searches employing that signature are called “mono-jet” meaning an
energetic jet in association with EmissT .
3.1.1 Overview of the mono-jet search
This section overviews the 2016 ATLAS mono-jet search [23], and over the course
writing this thesis, a new ATLAS search on mono-jet comes out [24]. Generally speak-
ing, particles deposit energy in calorimeters located at an angle θ relative to the beam
line z from their transverse component of velocity. This is how transverse momentum
for a jet is reconstructed, which is defined to be E sin(θ), where pseudorapidity η is
used at the LHC to replace θ:
η = − ln(tan(θ
2
)) (3.1)
With φ defined in the coordinate system, the coordinate system used at LHC exper-
iments is recovered and illustrated in Figure 3.1.
During this search, EmissT is reconstructed by negative vectorial sum of the energy
deposits in the calorimeter of electrons, muons, τ -leptons, photons, and jet up to
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|η|= 4.9 and making use of the tracking information. The analysis selects events with
EmissT > 250 GeV.
Jets are reconstructed from energy deposits in the calorimeters using the anti-kt
algorithm [25] with the radius parameter sets to 0.4. The analysis selects events with
a maximum of four jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η|< 2.8. The leading (highest pT ) jet
is required to have pT > 250 GeV and |η|< 2.4. Additional requirements for removing
fake jets and jets not belonging to the same proton-proton interactions are imposed.
A separation of ∆φ(jet, EmissT ) > 0.4 between E
miss
T and each selected jet is re-
quired to reduce the multijet background. Events with muons identified with pT > 10
GeV or electrons identified with pT > 20 GeV are vetoed in order to suppress the
background contributions of W and Z decays.
The above selections identify the signal region for mono-jet analysis, and is further
divided into inclusive and exclusive signal regions with varying EmissT illustrated in
Table 3.1 [25]. Three control regions are selected to be kinematically similar to signal
region but invert the lepton veto to require one muon, one electron or two muons
in the final states [25, 26]. This enriches the background processes of W and Z
decays, and are used to normalize and constrain the background estimates in the
signal region [26]. As a result, the signal region EmissT distribution is shown in Figure
3.2.
Inclusive signal region IM1 IM2 IM3 IM4 IM5 IM6 IM7 IM8 IM9 IM10
EmissT (GeV ) > 250 > 300 > 350 > 400 > 500 > 600 > 700 > 800 > 900 > 1000
Exclusive signal region EM1 EM2 EM3 EM4 EM5 EM6 EM7 EM8 EM9 EM10
EmissT (GeV ) 250-300 300-350 350-400 400-500 500-600 600-700 700-800 800-900 900-1000 > 1000
Table 3.1: Adapted from [23]. Classification of mono-jet signal regions.
3.1.2 Interpreting results to DM model constraints
Since the mono-jet search shows no excess above the SM background, the exper-
imental data as well as the background prediction are interpreted to constrain DM
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Figure 3.2: Adapted from [23]. MET kinematic distributions from ATLAS.
models. For a model independent limit, only one bin is considered at a time. A
simplified version of the likelihood (no systematic uncertainties) reads [26]:
L(µ, θ) = P (N |µS + θB)× P (NCR|θBCR) (3.4)
This represents the Poisson probability of observing N and NCR events in the Signal
Region (SR) and Control Region (CR), given the total events predicted by the signal
plus background hypothesis. Here, µ is the signal strength which scales the predicted
number of signal events S, and θ is nuisance parameter scaling the predicted number





σ is the production cross section observed for DM production given experimental
data, and σtheory is theory cross section predicted by theoretical models of DM.
The best fit of µ is determined by maximizing the likelihood. The model indepen-
dent limit is set using the IM regions in Table 3.1. With a similar likelihood encoded
in the test statistic and the CLs method [26], a 95% confidence level upper limit
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on µ can be obtained. For mono-jet model independent limit, there is no need to
know S and emphasize µ, since only one term in the likelihood involves S as shown
in equation 3.2. Therefore, the product, µ95,CLS, will always appear together as the
maximum events number signal can have for corresponding IM region. Dividing the
number of events constrained by the model independent limit over collision luminos-
ity, we obtain the limit on visible cross section. Mono-jet model independent limits
are summarized in Table 3.2.
Selection 〈σ〉95obs S95obs S95exp
IM1 531 19135 11700+4400−3300
IM2 330 11903 7000+2600−2600
IM3 188 6771 4000+1400−1100
IM4 93 3344 2100+770−590
IM5 43 1546 770+280−220
IM6 19 696 360+130−100
IM7 7.7 276 204+74−57
IM8 4.9 178 126+47−35
IM9 2.2 79 76+29−21
IM10 1.6 59 56+21−16
Table 3.2: Adapted from [23]. Mono-jet 95% CL model independent limits.
The mono-jet model dependent limit includes all EM regions, and is done using a
fit to the EmissT distribution. The limit is model dependent in the sense that it takes
account of the shape information of EmissT for each signal hypothesis. The simplified














where b counts over bins of EmissT , k counts over background events and l counts over
the control regions.
Using the CLs method, the upper limit on µ is obtained, and the model is excluded
if it is smaller than one. The result for the AV model is shown in Figure 3.3 as a
function of mediator and DM mass. The exclusion contour shows that for model with
an axial-vector mediator exchange, the sensitivity of mono-jet analysis increases when
the dark matter and mediator masses decrease, and when Mmed > 2mχ. Here, if two
18
Figure 3.3: Adapted from [23]. Mono-jet 95% CL signal strength for axial-vector
model.
points on DM model parameter space have same shape for EmissT distribution, µSb in
equation 3.4 won’t change after scaling µ by the ratio of cross section.
3.2 Di-jet event topology at Colliders
If DM will be produced in proton-proton collisions at the LHC via a mediator with
sizable couplings to quarks, the SM decays of such mediating particles should also be
visible as a two-jet resonance. This will result in a local excess in the smooth di-jet
invariant mass (mjj) background distribution from QCD. If no excess is found, the mjj
Figure 3.4: Adapted from [27]. TLA di-jet 95% CL upper limits on gq.
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distribution observed can hence help set upper limits on values of the quark-mediator
coupling constant with respect to mediator mass. These are also the parameters that
describe the SM mediator decay process together with the DM mass versus mediator
mass as in mono-jet case. The details on a di-jet analysis searching for DM mediators
can be found in [27, 28].
As an example, Figure 3.4 shows the di-jet trigger-object-level analysis (TLA)
approach [27] that reaches mediator masses below 1 TeV. Solid and dashed lines
represent observed and expected limits, obtained in a similar way to those in mono-
jet case. The limits are first set in terms of visible cross section where the branching
ratio B (Z
′ → SM) and acceptance A are both incorporated in σvisible calculation.
The limits then are transferred to the (gq,mZ′) plane under the axial-vector simplified
model. The branching ratio of Z
′
to DM is assumed to be negligible during the signal
generation process, but adding DM decays would not significantly change the picture.
3.3 Indirect Detection
The annihilation products of DM interactions can result in γ-rays and can be
observed either directly or from subsequent electromagnetic showering. Some DM
Indirect Detection (ID) experiments aim to detect those gamma-rays with a γ-ray
telescope [7] or by recording e+e− pairs on Earth [8]. The observation of no excess
consistent with DM is then interpreted in terms of upper limits on DM annihilation
cross section using the CLs method. In presenting the results, specific DM annihila-
tion channels are assumed, and the branching ratio to other channels set to zero.
Figure 3.5 (right) shows the Feynman diagram for DM ID. The gamma-ray signal
flux at the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) [9, 10] relates to the DM annihilation
20
Figure 3.5: Diagram for direct detection (left) and indirect detection (right).


















where 〈σv〉 is the thermal average annihilation cross section and mDM is the dark
matter mass. The first integration counts the number of gamma rays as signal yield
in the experimental energy range. The second integration is know as the J-factor,
which is the line-of-sight integral through the DM distribution over a solid angle ∆Ω.
Figure 3.6 is part of the 2015 Fermi results [9] searching for DM annihilation from
15 Milky Way Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies (dSph). The analysis assumed a double
power-law structure cusp profile of DM taking into account the large uncertainties of
corresponding 15 J-factors by maximizing the joint-likelihood. The solid line shows
the observed limit and the dashed line shows the expected limit. The green and yellow
bands indicate 68% and 95% confidence level ranges for the expected limit.
Figure 3.6: Adapted from [9]. The 95% CL DM annihilation cross section upper
observed limits for various channels has been assumed.
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3.4 Direct Detection
If our galaxy is embedded in a halo of DM, then DM should pass through Earth’s
surface [6]. Detecting DM-nucleon scattering on Earth is known as DM Direct De-
tection (DD) experiments and are mostly underground to suppress cosmic ray back-
grounds. A diagram for DM DD is shown in Figure 3.6 (left). A signal of WIMP
DM appears as a recoiling nucleus in a detector. In absence of any signal, one can
set limits on DM-nucleon scattering cross section.
Here, vector or scalar mediators would lead to a spin independent (SI) interaction
while axial-vector or pseudo-scalar mediator would lead to a spin dependent (SD)
interaction. A SI interaction assumes DM-proton and DM-neutron to have equal
cross section and SD interaction does not. Current experiments have different target
nucleon and detection technology. For SI interaction, two phase Xenon experiments
such as LUX [29] and XENON1T [30] can detect heavier DM for mDM approximately
greater than 10 GeV, while solid state cryogenic detectors such as SuperCDMS [31]
and CRESST II [32] are more sensitive than Xenon detectors in lower mass range due
to their lower energy threshold. DD sensitivities for SI DM-nucleon interaction are
illustrated in Figure 3.7 (left panel) and for SD interaction is summarized in Figure
3.7 (right panel).
Figure 3.7: Adapted from [6]. Upper limits for for SD DM-nucleon cross section
assuming pure proton coupling (left), and SI DM-nucleon cross section (right).
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Chapter 4
Presentation of Collider results
together with model-dependent
Indirect Detection
This chapter studies the dark matter ID bounds and translates future collider
results in simplified models for Dirac DM exchanging a pseudo-scalar mediator with
quarks through the s-channel. The most important features of different annihilation
channels are studied as well. During this study, I found that the mapping from the
collider exclusion plane to the ID plane is not purely one to one due to the resonance of
Dark Matter annihilation. This reduces the exclusion range when translating collider
limits on Dark Matter to the ID plane. While focusing on s-channel pseudo-scalar
mediator here, this problem also occurs in some models with other types of mediator,
such as axial-vector DM simplified model.
4.1 Translation
I translate the projected limits on the DM production cross section in mono-jet
to limits on 〈σvrel〉 for three future colliders: HL-LHC (14 TeV 3 ab−1), HE-LC (27
23
TeV 15 ab−1) [33] and FCC-hh (100 TeV 100 ab−1) FCC for a Dirac pseudo-scalar
mediator model. The translated collider limits and ID limits are all at 95% CL. The
assumption made for collider experiments is that DM will interact with all flavor of
quarks, hence the collider limits will be translated to the ID plane through the sum of
annihilation cross sections over all quark flavors and gluons. The mediator couplings
to DM and quarks are both set to 1.0. In [19], the annihilation cross sections for






























(M2med − 4m2DM)2 +M2medΓ2med
(4.2)
where mDM , Mmed, gDM and gq are free model parameters as introduced in Chapter
2. Γmed is the total width of the pseudo-scalar mediator and f is the form factor
defined in equation 2.13. The shape of translated collider limits in DM mass-〈σvrel〉
plane is given by channels of six quarks and gluons. The top quark channel turns on
at mDM = mtop GeV which appears as a jump of limit in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Comparison of total annihilation cross section with and without gluons.
The total annihilation cross sections without gluons are shown as dashed lines.
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Figure 4.2: Partial annihilation rates of four major DM annihilation channels for DM
pseudo-scalar simplified models.
The dashed, darker lines are cases only considering contributions from quarks.
The limits here are obtained via translating the boundary lines in future collider
exclusion contours. Other channels are no longer important as their contribution to
the total 〈σvrel〉 will be small compared to the top quark after it turns on. In Figure
4.2, the partial annihilation rates of four major channels are shown and we can see the
gluons’ channel is important before the top quark channel turns on but is negligible
afterwards.
In collider searches, there is an entire area of excluded points to translate from
the DM-mediator mass plane to the ID plane, not only a contour. In some cases, a
point in the mass-〈σvrel〉 plane maps to two points in mass-mass plane, due to the
resonance of DM annihilation. Not all of the mass-mass plane points are excluded by
colliders as, for example, in Figure 4.3. The marked points in the right panel represent
two points that give the same value of annihilation cross section, but have different
mediator masses in the left panel. This will cause the contour-only translation method
to become invalid once only one mediator mass point falls in the contour, while the
other is not excluded. In other words, we can’t completely exclude the corresponding
point in the ID plane, given this point maps to an excluded point and an un-excluded
point in the mass-mass plane.
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Figure 4.3: Translate points of constant mediator mass in mass-mass plane with a
pseudo-scalar assumption using equation 4.1 and 4.2.
Therefore, a study on mapping topology is conducted as shown in Figure 4.4. As a
result, the above problem will only occur above a certain benchmark line in the mass-
〈σvrel〉 plane. To illustrate this, I translated straight lines with constant mediator
mass in the mass-mass plane to the ID plane. From studying the resulting mapping
behavior in Figure 4.4, I conclude that the translated line with mediator value which
goes to zero can serve as a benchmark line, and the region below that benchmark line
is the valid area where the collider result excludes all the possibilities. Only in this
region can points in the mass-〈σvrel〉 plane map to a single point in mass-mass plane
and vice versa.
In Figure 4.5, I modified figure that I contributed to [35], where I translated
future collider limits to ID results: Fermi (bb̄ only) [10], HESS (bb̄ only, projected
constraints) [36], CTA GC (bb̄ only, projected constraints) [37] and Fermi+LSST (bb̄
Figure 4.4: Translate lines with constant mediator mass in mass-mass plane with a
pseudo-scalar assumption using equation 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.5: Modified from [35]. Comparison of translated future collider results to the
ID limits. The collider limits are for pseudo-scalar mediator with gq = 1, gDM = 1.
All limits are at 95% CL. The shaded region is where collider doesn’t exclude all the
possibilities.
only, projected constraints) [38]. The cross sections of all the ID results are multiplied
by a factor of two in order to convert 〈σvrel〉 from Majorana DM in original ID results
to the Dirac DM scenario to match the DM assumption in collider experiments. The
shaded region is where the collider result excludes some but not all of the possibilities.
4.2 Joint Dark Matter annihilation channels
Working with Prof. Linda Carpenter, I adapted code she originally used to pro-
duce figure 2 for an earlier publication [39] to scan over dark matter mass while sta-
tistically reproducing the Fermi dark matter annihilation cross section upper limit.
With this code, I studied how model-dependent DM simplified pseudo-scalar model
dark matter annihilation constraints differ from those of the single bb̄ channel.
The model-dependent constraints are obtained first by calculating the annihilation
cross section for each channel of the model. To achieve this, I use MadDM [40] for a
numerical computation. These are then converted into branching ratios with respect
to the total DM annihilation cross section. The electromagnetic showering and the
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Figure 4.6: Reproduced Fermi limit (red and blue lines) compared with Fermi pub-
lished result [9]. The reproduced limits and Fermi limit are all at 95% CL.
DM mass is calculated using PPPC 4DMID [11]. These are then combined by scaling
the energy of corresponding spectrum by its branching ratio and taking the sum for
every channels. I adapted J-factors from Martinez et al. [41], which then are used
to calculate the combined-channel flux at earth. For each dwarf spherical galaxy,
I used the 2016 flux-likelihood table for a total of 24 bins. The tables then are fit
with a quadratic model, and the resulting fit functions are used to find the likelihood
corresponding to all-annihilation-channel flux at the production point. Due to the
large uncertainty of J-factors, the best fit values are found and adapted in the analysis
by maximizing the joint-log-likelihood for dwarf spherical galaxies. For a single DM
mass point, I tested multiple cross section values and output corresponding likelihoods
and best fit J-factors. The one that is closest to 95% CL value is picked as the all-
annihilation-channel upper limit.
The result is shown in Figure 4.6, which assumes DM annihilating into all types
of quarks and charged leptons for the pseudo-scalar model. There are no major dif-
ferences between the reproduced all-annihilation-channel Fermi limit, the reproduced
bb̄ Fermi limit, and the bb̄ Fermi published results. Therefore, I only show bb̄ Fermi
published results during the DM ID and collider comparison.
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Chapter 5
Outlook: low gq Dark Matter
summary plots
Plots summarizing the constraints on Dark Matter models can help visualize the
complementarity between different searches for the same kind of experiment, as well
as between different experiments. As in Figure 5.1 [42], exclusion comparisons in the
DM mass – mediator mass plane (left panel) combine searches for both invisible and
visible signals of the model, while plots on mediator – quark coupling and mediator
mass plane (right panel) show the production couplings as a function of the mediator
mass in and visible decay of the mediator.
We can also compare collider searches together with present and future ID and DD
experiments, using variables commonly employed by displaying indirect and direct
detection results with the methods recommended by the LHC DM WG [19]. An
example of such plots using fixed mediator – quark couplings is shown in Figure
5.2 [35].
So far, the presentation of LHC results as well as the presentation of projections
of future hadron collider experiments have focused on four benchmark scenarios with
different choices of couplings to quarks and leptons, as recommended by the Dark
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Figure 5.1: Left: regions in DM mass - mediator mass plane excluded at 95% CL by
visible and invisible searches. Right: different dijet search contours for 95% CL upper
limits on the coupling gq as a function of resonance mass mZ′A . All adapted from [42].
Figure 5.2: Left: projected limits from future colliders with constraints from cur-
rent and future ID experiments at 95% CL. Right: 95% CL projected limits from
future colliders with constraints from current and future DD experiments on the
spin-independent DM–nucleon scattering at 90% CL. All panels adapted from [35].
Matter Working Group (DM WG) [20]. Using the methods from my ongoing work
in synergy between the LHC DM WG and the Snowmass community [43] on collider
limits with lower mediator - quark coupling values has several advantages over the
fixed coupling values proposed by the LHC DM WG and adopted in the European
Strategy Briefing Book [35]. This will allow us to have a more complete picture of
the complementarity of collider DM searches with direct and indirect detection, as
well as compare collider results with collaborations that are sensitive to much lower
couplings, such as accelerator-based and fixed target experiments.
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Figure 5.3: Upper gq limits for axial-vector model using method from [43]. Here,
gDM = 1.0 and gl = 0.0. Interpolation contours for different gq values are indicated
in red (by ROOT) and green (by Matplotlib). The limits are at 95% CL.
5.1 Comparison of dark matter experimental ex-
clusions in the low gq regime
The upper limits on couplings to quarks can be used for illustrating the exclusions
of the mono-jet analysis. This can exhibit exclusions of multiple gq values in the same
figure. The upper limit on gq for a model point is found by looping on the coupling
values and scaling the corresponding signal strength limit until µlim = 1.0. The
upper gq limits on axial-vector and vector models can be found using the 2016 mono-
jet analysis [23], which published data on the axial-vector model. My upper gq limit
results for the axial-vector model are shown in Figure 5.3 as an example, where model
points that don’t have an upper limit on gq are indicated as stars. We can see the
interpolated contour at gq = 0.25 fits the original ATLAS result [23]. The red or
green contours can be regarded as 95% CL limits on the model at the corresponding
gq choice. The direct translation of the signal strength limits in terms of different
coupling values in the mass-mass plane, and compared to di-jet searches, is shown in
Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: gq = 0.10 (left) and gq = 0.15 (right) limits on high-mass di-jet [28], di-jet
TLA [27] and ATLAS mono-jet [23] using method from [43]. The limits are at 95%
CL.
Figure 5.5: Comparing the PICO-60 C3F8 DM DD experiment [44] with low gq ex-
clusion contours from this work.
I also translated the exclusion contours in Figure 5.4 (right panel) using equation
(4.10) from [19] to values for DM-nucleon scattering, then compared with the PICO-
60 C3F8 DM DD experiment [44]. The result is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
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Chapter 6
Mono-jet Monte Carlo signal
generation framework
While translating the limits to lower gq, we find that the results for the discrete
model points in Ref. [23] are too coarse and can no longer handle the translation
for gq < 0.05 as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Given that this problem occurs in the
mono-jet translation, it is necessary to build a Monte Carlo (MC) signal generation
framework for the mono-jet and compare those signal distributions in the low DM
mass, mediator mass regime for the model of interest to see whether the shapes of the
signal distribution remain the same and therefore can be easily reinterpreted. The 13
TeV center of mass collision energy of the LHC should be in principle large enough
for points in this regime to have the same signal distribution, hence their signal
strengths can be further interpreted using the ratio of cross section as described in
Chapter 3.1.2.
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Figure 6.1: Translate mono-jet signal strength from gq = 0.25 to gq = 0.05 (left) and
gq = 0.04 (right) using the method from [43].
6.1 Short description of the framework
This mono-jet Monte Carlo signal generation framework is only for truth level as
illustrated in Figure 6.2 where no detector effect is simulated. Therefore, the following
analysis won’t address cuts on event cleaning, jet quality, etc.
I use MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [46] for event generation at the Leading Order (LO)
accuracy. During this process, I find that the mediator width of the model has to be
set manually in the parameter card. Events are generated using NNPDF23LO [47]
PDFs. Since a phenomenological model like Pythia may reproduce data better than
fixed multiplicity event generation, the 1-jet scenario with dark matter production is
first generated. The corresponding Feynman diagram is shown in Figure 2.1. Here,
higher jet multiplicities are accomplished all by Pythia8 [48] event showering where
Figure 6.2: Adapted from [45]. Schematic illustration for different steps of simulation.
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Figure 6.3: Adapted from [51]. Illustration of Double Counting between higher mul-
tiplicity Matrix Element (ME) generation and subsequent Parton Showering (PS).
radiation, gluon splitting and hadronization are computed. In my analysis, MadAnal-
ysis5 [49] is used to process the parton level result and Rivet [50] is used to process
the hadron level result. The corresponding event selection cuts are coded in Rivet [50]
following the 2020 ATLAS mono-jet analysis [24]. The resulting parton level kine-
matic distributions of mediator, event selection cut flow, and hadron level kinematic
distribution of missing transverse momentum for models in Chapter 2.1 are validated
with results from different publications in the next section.
Alternatively, two processes’ event generation for 1 and 2 jet multiplicities with
dark matter production are generated and combined using the MLM merging algo-
rithm [52] during the showering process. A vetoing procedure is conducted during
merging in order to avoid doubling counting of the same jet multiplicity scenario as
illustrated in Figure 6.3. The resulting events are then processed by Rivet and the
kinematic distributions of missing transverse momentum for different merging scales
are addressed as well.
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6.2 Validation plots and cut flow comparison
The parton level validation of the framework is the first step to test the model in
terms of Universal FeynRules Output (UFO) adapted from the feynrules website [53],
the mediator width calculation, as well as the Madgraph run card and process card
settings. I plot the two-particle dark matter invariant mass distributions with varying
couplings for vector model parton result as shown in Figure 6.4 top panel. These set
of plots agree with those shown in figure 2.5 top panel of the LHC dark matter
forum [21]. The parton level MET distribution shapes with varying couplings are
also plotted, which in principle should depend mostly on the mediator mass rather
than on the couplings, as mediator is what the Initial State Radiation (ISR) jet recoils
against. My result in Figure 6.4 bottom panel doesn’t change in shape, hence confirms
this prediction.
The hadron level validation of the framework is necessary to test the Rivet analysis
I coded following the 2020 ATLAS mono-jet analysis benchmark [24] and the Mad-
Figure 6.4: Parton level dark matter invariant mass (top) and MET (bottom) distri-
bution for vector model with mχ = 10 GeV and Mmed = 5 TeV by MadAnalysis5 [49].
From left to right, the coupling choices are gDM = gSM = 1.0, gDM = gSM = 0.5 and
gDM = gSM = 0.1. The mediator coupling to SM doesn’t include those with leptons.
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Name Description Rivet implementation
Jet reconstruction
• Anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4 • FastJets jets(FinalState(Cuts::abseta < 4.9), FastJets::ANTIKT, 0.4);
Calorimeter covers the pseudorapidity range |η|< 4.9
• Jets with pT > 20GeV and |η|< 2.8 are considered in the analysis • const Jets jets = apply〈JetAlg〉(event, “Jets”).jetsByPt(Cuts::pT > 20*GeV && Cuts::abseta < 2.8);
• Discard jets if separation ∆Rj,e is less than 0.2 • const Jets isojets = filter discard(jets, [&](const Jet& j) {if (any(elecs, deltaRLess(j, 0.2))) return true;
Discard jets with pT > 30GeV and < 3 tracks with pT > 500MeV, if (j.pT() > 30*GeV && j.particles(Cuts::pT > 0.5*GeV).size() < 3
if ∆Rj,µ is less than 0.4 && any(mus, deltaRLess(j, 0.4))) return true;});
Electron reconstruction
• Required to have pT > 7GeV and |η|< 2.47 • FinalState electrons(Cuts::abspid == PID::ELECTRON && Cuts::abseta < 2.47 && Cuts::pT > 7*GeV);
• Remove electrons separated by ∆R, • const Particles isoelecs = filter discard(elecs, [&](const Particle& e) {for (const Jet& j : isojets)
between 0.2 and 0.4 from any remaining jet {if (deltaR(j,e) > 0.2 && deltaR(j,e) < 0.4) return true;} return false;});
Muon reconstruction
• Required to have pT > 7GeV and |η|< 2.5 • FinalState muons(Cuts::abspid == PID::MUON && Cuts::abseta < 2.50 && Cuts::pT > 7*GeV);
• Discard muon if it is matched to a jet with pT > 30GeV, • const Particles isomus = filter discard(mus, [&](const Particle& m) {for (const Jet& j : isojets)
that has at least three tracks associated with it {if (deltaR(j,m) > 0.4) continue; if (j.pT() > 30*GeV && j.particles().size() > 3) return true;} return false;});
MET reconstruction
• Reconstructed from negative vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of • VisibleFinalState calofs(Cuts::abseta < 4.5 && Cuts::pT > 20*GeV);
electrons, muons, τ leptons, photons, and jets • MissingMomentum met(calofs);
with pT > 20GeV and |η|< 4.9 • const Vector3& vet = apply〈SmearedMET〉(event, ”MET”).vectorEt();
• const double etmiss = vet.perp();
First MET pT cut pT > 150GeV if (etmiss < 150*GeV) vetoEvent;
Lepton veto Veto event with lepton in the final state if (!isoelecs.empty() || !isomus.empty()) vetoEvent;
Number of jets Require up to four jets in the final state if (isojets.size() > 4) vetoEvent;
Azimuthal separation Greater than 0.4 between MET direction and jets if (any(isojets, deltaPhiLess(-vet, 0.4))) vetoEvent;
Leading jet pT , η pT > 150GeV , |η|< 2.4 if (filter select(isojets, Cuts::pT > 150*GeV && Cuts::abseta < 2.4).empty()) vetoEvent;
Second MET pT cut pT > 200GeV if (etmiss < 200*GeV) vetoEvent;
Table 6.1: Truth level mono-jet event reconstruction and event selection given in
Ref. [24] and implemented in my Rivet analysis.
graph pythia card for merging. Truth level procedures given in the ATLAS mono-jet
paper and considered in my corresponding Rivet analysis are illustrated in Table 6.1.
The first four rows are event reconstruction, including event reconstruction level cuts,
requirements on existing leptons and jets, as well as jet algorithm. The following six
rows are event selection cuts. The corresponding cut flow for my single jet multiplicity
scenario with showering, and comparison with ATLAS cut flow for the same model,
is shown in Table 6.1.
My cut flow on leading jet pT and η isn’t in complete agreement compared with
the ATLAS cut flow since the latter is at Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) in the strong
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Name N1processevts (framework) percent
1process
evts (framework) percentevts (ATLAS)
After evt cleaning (pMETT > 150GeV) 3867 100% 98.14%
Lepton veto 3756 97.13% 95.19%
Number of jets 3276 84.72% 91.95%
Azimuthal separation 2922 75.56% 88.54%
Leading jet quality N/A N/A 87.17%
Leading jet pT , η 2899 74.97% 64.60%
MET pT 200GeV 2092 54.10% 51.71%
Table 6.2: Cut flow comparison for my LO truth level one jet process plus showering
with ATLAS NLO reconstruction level results. Model here is for axial vector mediator
s-channel exchange with mχ = 1GeV, Mmed = 2000GeV, gq = 0.25, gDM = 1.0.
coupling constant, and includes detector effects. However, a reasonable agreement is
obtained after the 250 GeV MET cut.
The resulting bin distribution for EM regions (classified in Table 3.2) is shown in
Figure 6.5 left panel. Here, the dotted line is an overall k-factor of 2.1 reported by
José Zurita, Vı́ctor Lozano and Rosa Seoane in a presentation at CERN [54]. The
result I obtained is mostly consistent with this ratio. The distributions for 1 and 2
jets processes with varying MLM merging scale (xqcut) are shown in Figure 6.5 right
panel. This result doesn’t fit in with the shape of ATLAS mono-jet analysis well,
compared with the single jet process.
Different merging parameters are tested for sub-leading jet distributions in terms
of 1 and 2 jets processes. The results are shown in Figure 6.6, where the xqcut =
10 GeV choice is shown in the left panel and xqcut = 12 GeV choice is shown in the
right panel. From the shape comparison between the sub-leading jet distributions,
Figure 6.5: Kinematic distributions for model in Table 6.1. The 1 jet process (left
panel) and 1 plus 2 jets processes (right panel) are plotted with their ratio to ATLAS.
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Figure 6.6: Sub-leading jet distribution for 1 and 2 jets processes with xqcut = 10
(left panel) and xqcut = 12 (right panel).
we can see that xqcut = 12 GeV leads to a smoother distribution for pT,sub < 150
GeV with no gap around pT,sub ∼ 100 GeV. This confirms the result shown in Figure
6.5 right panel that xqcut = 12 GeV has the MET shape closer to the ATLAS result.
As a conclusion, the NLO ATLAS simulation on the model as in Table 6.1 can’t be
fully reproduced due to the limiting computing resources I can access and the lack of
detector simulation. Although the merging scheme from the ATLAS side is unknown
as well, our single process plus showering result has a reasonable agreement on the





This thesis is part of my contribution to the decadal 2021 “Snowmass” activities
of the American Physical Society. It has presented ways to improve the comparisons
of DM experimental sensitivities, where the exclusion limit on the parameter space
of DM models or observation related quantities can be regarded as sensitivity of the
corresponding experiment. The region where collider exclusion doesn’t rule out all the
possibilities in the plane of DM annihilation cross section and DM mass for a pseudo-
scalar DM simplified model is identified. A reproduced Fermi limit with respect to
each channel’s branching ratio defined by this model is found to have non-significant
deviation compared with the Fermi published bb̄ result. An outlook on future low
gq DM summary plots is given where different approaches are illustrated including
direct translation of limits on signal strength and interpolating upper gq limits. During
this process, a mono-jet Monte Carlo simulation and analysis framework is necessary
to validate the signal distribution, as the current mono-jet grid can’t handle the
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